
Math 109 Spring 2006 HW 5HW Due Wednesday 5/10/06 in lassExerise and page numbers refer to Flether and Patty, 3rd edition.Chek them against a friend's book if you have another edition. Workingwith a lassmate is �ne, but the �nal writeup should be your own work.Part 0These are suggested exerises for extra pratie if you feel you need it. Donot hand these exerises in.FP, Chapter 3, #117.FP, Chapter 4, #31, 44Part 1Turn these exerises in.FP, Chapter 3, #116, 118(a).FP, Chapter 4, #27, 28, 34, 35, 36, 37Part 2These are more hallenging and/or longer exerises.1. In a ertain anient Martian soiety, only two types of oins wereminted, whih had values of 11 qix and 15 qix, and there was no papermoney. 1



(a). Most things on Mars at the time happened to ost 367 qix. Findall possible ombinations of the two oins whih would allow a Martian topay for suh an item with exat hange.(b). Martian panhandlers often asked passersby if they ould spare 20qix. Explain a way in whih someone ould give the panhandler exatly20 qix. (Assume both the panhandler and the passerby have an adequatesupply of both types of oins to begin.)(). Find the simplest way of giving the panhandler 20 qix (whih meansthe way whih uses the smallest total number of oins exhanging hands).Prove your answer is orret.2. Prove that for all n 2 Z, gd(5n + 2; 12n + 5) = 1. (Hint: note thatn is any integer, not just a positive integer. The presene of the letter nprobably makes you think immediately of proof by indution, but that isnot the way to go for this problem.)3. This problem desribes an equivalene relation important in algebra.Let S = f(a; b)ja; b 2 Z; b 6= 0g. In words, S is the set of ordered pairs ofintegers in whih the seond oordinate is not zero. De�ne a relation on theset S as follows. For (a; b) and (; d) in S, de�ne (a; b) � (; d) if and only ifad = b.(a). Prove that � is an equivalene relation on S.(b). Prove that given (a; b) 2 S, the equivalene lass [(a; b)℄ onsistsexatly of the set of those ordered pairs (; d) 2 S suh that the frationsa=b and =d are equal.(). Suppose you are given two equivalene lasses [(a; b)℄ and [(; d)℄ forthis equivalene relation. Prove that for any (v; w) 2 [(a; b)℄ and (x; y) 2[(; d)℄, (vx; yw) 2 [(a; bd)℄.(d). In algebra, the ordered pair (a; b) 2 S is used as a kind of repre-sentation of the fration a=b. The advantage of this is that the notion oftwo frations being equal translates to two ordered pairs being in the sameequivalene lass, by part (b). Try to interpret the result of part () in termsof frations.
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